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CHAPTER

13

Speculators

Problem Setting

The orientation of this chapter is toward the customers of commission
houses—the speculating public. The objective is to develop a framework that
describes the problem, and establishes some guidelines that individuals can use
in commodity speculation. It is not a blueprint, for commodity speculation is a
lonely and highly individual business. There are many kinds of plans and programs that are used successfully and rather more that are used unsuccessfully.
Each trader must develop his own and succeed or fail with its use. Every speculator is in the business of competing with the market for profits that, in the
aggregate, do not exist. He is challenging the wisdom of the market, and the
market is made up of the kinds of traders discussed in the preceding chapters
and of other speculators. The challenges are not issued by groups but rather by
individuals and every other trader is the enemy. When one speculates in
commodities he is attempting to take someone else's money away from him.
Thus, if there were a blueprint and it became known—as it would—everyone
would make money. But this is not possible, so we shall not quest for the Holy
Grail.
What motivates speculators? There are many specific motivations and combinations of motivations but these can be generalized into only a few. First,
successful speculation can be used to increase a relatively unimportant amount
of money into an important amount. Most people do not have important
amounts of money. Most of us are born poor, die poor, and live our lives on our
earnings. Most people would rather have an important amount of money than
not. Some important amounts of money are accumulated out of earnings by such
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people as excel in sports, entertainment, the professions, business entrepreneurship, and the like, but only a few reach the top. Other important amounts are
accumulated out of speculation. Speculation takes many forms but generally
involves selling property at higher prices than those at which it is purchased.
Gold, uranium and oil are sold at higher prices than mining rights are purchased; the trick is to locate and purchase the right rights. Large fortunes have
been accumulated from real estate speculation. Precious jewels, art objects, and
rare coins are popular speculative media. Securities are probably the most popular media in the United States.
Second, speculation is a means of supplementing income and gaining a return
on capital. Here, the motivation is not to accumulate capital but to make some
money to spend or save. Some speculators trade to get money for vacation trips,
buy new automobiles, etc. They see what they think is an opportunity for a fast
buck and grab it. There are professional speculators, particularly in commodities and securities, who do not intend to use markets for capital growth but as
an income producing system and who plan to accumulate wealth by saving.
This is a different game than using the market in quest of capital growth.
Third, some speculators are attracted by the stimulation of the game. People
trade in the same way that others are baseball or football fans. Sports fans
appear to get a vicarious thrill out of associating themselves with a team and its
fate. The exuberance of winning and the dejection of losing are real. The thrills
from speculation would seem to be greater because profits and losses are real;
the trader is a participant. But for some, the money made and lost is not of
consequence; money is only the way the game is scored. This is not to suggest
that making money is not more fun than losing but rather that the game is the
central motivation. One trader explained his motivation by saying, "I am not
good enough to play golf for money and I like to compete at something." A
chronic loser, on being asked why he continued to trade, explained that he could
afford it and enjoyed speculation in the same way that his friends enjoyed an
occasional trip to Las Vegas even though they knew they didn't really have
much of a chance of winning. There is an urge to compete in a high proportion
of people and speculation is a vehicle for competition.
Fourth, some people receive masochistic pleasure from losing. Unfortunately
for the rest of the traders, these are neither numerous nor wealthy.
Commodity Futures as a Speculative Medium
Commodity futures markets have much appeal as a medium for speculation.
First, the mechanics are simple and clean cut. Most security houses are also
commission futures merchants. They maintain offices in most population centers
and they all accept collect telephone calls. N o one is farther away from the
execution of an order to buy or sell than the nearest telephone. The opening
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and maintenance of an account is simple. Nearly all commission houses maintain research staffs, and account executives are liberally supplied with trading
suggestions. Information about commodities and factors affecting prices is
readily and abundantly available. Price quotations are instantaneous and widespread. The markets are usually liquid; entry and exit can be made without
delay. Trading in commodities is for price gains and losses only. The commodity trader is not concerned with the dividends, options, splits, proxies, conversions, etc. that clutter up trading in securities. It is easy to keep score in
commodity trading; one buys and sells and wins or loses.
Second, minimum capital requirements for entry into commodity trading are
small. Just how much capital a speculator should have available before he tries
the games is debatable but the minimum that he must have before he is allowed
to play is quite small. Contract units and margin requirements are small enough
that only a few hundred dollars is required to finance an initial transaction. It
may be imprudent to enter with so little but it is possible. Commodity trading is
one of the very few roads to big money that is open to the shoestring investor.
Commissions on commodity futures transactions are small relative to the size
of price changes, hence contract value changes, that regularly occur. The speculator need not be eaten up by the overhead. Thus, his positions have greater
flexibility than in other speculative media. One cannot readily trade in and out
of most mutual funds because of load charges. He has to give away too much of
his prospective profit to make the initial transaction.
Third, commodity trading has appeal because of the realism of the prices.
Contracts mature and go out of existence by the end of the delivery month and
are exchangeable for the cash commodity on first delivery day. It is possible for
a speculative fiction about real market value to be maintained until first delivery
day but then the real forces of quantities available, and requirements for them,
take over. And contracts mature frequently—once a month for some commodities and as few as five times per year for others. The securities analogy to this
would be to liquidate XYZ corporation five or more times per year and auction
off the plant, equipment, patents, goodwill, etc. Securities prices are based, not
only on current earnings, but on anticipated earning and not only on anticipated
earnings but on expectations about prices at some far distant time in the future.
A security has a presumed perpetual life expectancy while a commodity contract
has a short life span. Thus, speculative fictions in securities can be long perpetuated but speculative excesses in commodities, up or down, are soon pricked by
the test of the first delivery day auction block. Trading securities is often a matter of trading the psychology of the market while trading commodities is a
matter of trading the cash commodity value in consumption.
The comparatively short life span of a commodity futures contract both adds
to and detracts from futures markets as speculative media. It forces the speculator to accept profits that he has earned and to face his mistakes and take his
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losses. This forces a measure of discipline into his speculation that is not present
in speculative media that have great longevity. Often securities that are bought
in anticipation of a price increase are turned into long term investments when
prices decline. One definition of an investment is a speculation gone sour. The
discipline of futures contract maturity is often disagreeable, but it is also useful.
Fourth, commodities are a relatively low risk speculative media. This notion
is in contradiction of standard doctrine and widely accepted concepts—commodity futures trading is said to be the fastest track of them all. Commodity
trading can be made a fast track but it is not inherently fast and need not be.
The degree of riskiness is a function of price forecastability and price variability. It is impossible to reach a definitive conclusion about the relative forecastability of commodity and, say, security prices. Two considerations tend to
suggest that commodity prices are more accurately forecastable. First, the short
life of the contract and the exchangeability for cash commodities imparts a
realism that, at least, gives a solid point of departure for forecasting price
changes. It would seem to be easier to know where you are going if you know
where you are. Second, information about factors affecting commodity prices is
very complete and is made available to everyone at the same time. Information
about factors affecting securities prices is much less complete and readily available. There appears to be more "inside" information with the result that a price
move may be over before the thing causing it is generally known.
Security prices are more variable than commodity prices. A test of this
hypothesis was made using 1968 as a reference period—a year of relative
stability in security prices prior to the 1969-70 debacle in the stock market. A
sample of 50 common stocks was selected at random from the listing of the
New York Stock Exchange. The commodity sample was those commodities
regularly traded in substantial volume on the major exchanges. These were
wheat, corn, soybeans, soybean oil, soybean meal, cattle, pork bellies, potatoes,
orange juice, cocoa, and cotton. The high-low range within the year for each of
the commodities and securities was ascertained, the mid-point of the range
computed, the range was divided by the median, and multiplied by 100 to obtain
a coefficient of relative dispersion. This is a comparable and unit-free measure.
The average relative dispersion of the securities prices was 46.22 and the
range was from 14.63 to 92.39- The average relative dispersion of the commodities prices was 28.03 and the range was from 8.28 to 58.03. The differences of means and ranges were statistically significant at the one percent level.
The average relative dispersion of securities prices was 1.65 times as great as
that of commodities.
The exercise was repeated using 1975 security and commodity prices. The
year 1968 was chosen for its normalcy, but it may be that the turmoil in both
security and commodity prices of 1975 is more representative of the future than
is the relative stability of the 1960's. The average relative dispersion of securities
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prices was 55.42 and the range was from 15.75 to 112.22. The average relative
dispersion of the commodities prices was 48.10 and the range was from 22.26 to
91.78. The variability in securities prices was little changed between 1968 and
1975, but that of commodities was 1.7 times as great and essentially as large as
that of securities.
The commodity trading game changed in 1972 from one of relatively low inherent risk to one of moderately large inherent risk, but still remained at a risk
level lower than securities.
Fifth and finally, the great appeal of commodity trading is leverage. This is
the way that the track is made fast. Margin requirements tend to be five to ten
percent of the value of the contract. Thus, a five to ten percent move in the
price is either double or nothing of the investment required. To use all of this
great leverage is imprudent and conducive to failure, but the opportunity is
present. Because of the great leverage, the doubling of one's capital in one year
is not out of a reasonable realm of possibility. Now, $1000 doubled in each of
ten successive years expands to something over one million dollars. For a speculator to double his money in each of ten successive years is not a reasonable
expectation and is complicated by taxes, but it is clear that a successful speculator can turn an unimportant amount of money into an important amount.
The leverage of small margin enables speculators to take large positions on a
small capital base. This feature of the markets has given commodity speculation
its reputation for high risk. The high risk reputation stems from high leverage
rather than price volatility. The degree of risk can be limited to the level that the
speculator desires by using less than the total leverage. With the corn margin
requirement at a typical 20 cents and the price at $2.50 it is possible to control
an inventory of 50,000 bushels worth $125,000 with an investment of $10,000.
If a speculator were to limit his commitment as if margins were comparable to
securities, he would control less than two contracts or 8,000 bushels worth
$20,000. A dime a bushel is a small variation in the price of corn. At maximum
leverage this is 50 percent on investment (gain or loss) but at a margin comparable to securities, it is 8 percent. Without high leverage, commodity speculation would have less appeal and would not have its high risk reputation.
The Game Speculators Are In

The first step that one should take in learning to play a new game is to
examine the rules—the nature of the game. All that has gone before in describing the markets and their use by producers, merchants, warehousemen, converters, and users is part of what speculators should know. There are some
features of the game that are worth underscoring.
First, the Clearing House breaks even; it pays out the amount that it takes in.
Futures trading is a zero sum game minus the cost of doing business—commis-
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sions. In the aggregate, the participants break even gross.and lose net by the
amount paid in commissions, brokerage, and clearing fees. Thus, when a speculator enters the market he is attempting to take money away from someone else
who, in general, is most reluctant to lose.
In direct line, the pure hedgers are neutral with regard to whether they gain
or lose from futures trading. But these hedgers represent cash principals,
producers on the one side who have sold at a rate faster than consumption, and
users on the other side who have bought at a rate faster than consumption. In a
sense, producers who have sold ahead of a price increase are losers and speculators gain from their losses. And users who have bought ahead of a price
decrease are losers to speculators. As we have seen, hedgers are more often
short than long and speculators more often long than short. Thus, as prices
increase speculators gain from producers and vice versa. But, as we have also
noted, there is a major, element of speculators offsetting other speculators with
the result that speculators pass money back and forth through the clearing
house, paying commissions en route.
Second, price variations in the major, highly developed futures markets, are
random, at least on a day-to-day basis. Successive price changes are independent;
that recent price changes have been up does not increase the likelihood that the
next price change will be up, etc. The question or randomness (or nonrandomness) of price variation has long been the subject of investigation, both by
traders and developers of trading plans, and by academicians. There remains
much active controversy about the question and probably more people, particularly those actively trading in futures markets, disagree than agree with the
statement that price variations are random. Space does not permit a full discussion, nor is the controversy really worth all of the attention that has been
given it when looked at from a pragmatic trading viewpoint, but some central
points should be made.
The theory of normal backwardation is based on the notion that speculators
must anticipate an increase in price before they will buy; to merely break even is
not enough. Because speculators accumulate predominately long positions at
and following harvest and liquidate later in the season, it follows that there is
an upward bias in the seasonal pattern of futures prices. But, such patterns are
not consistent nor are they easily discernible in the highly developed markets. 1
This is as we should expect. A risk premium should approach the level of
ordinary interest. The moves in commodity prices relative to margin requirements are so very much greater that the possible return for bearing risk, year in
and year out, is completely obscured by the question of what will happen this
year. To cash in on a risk premium a speculator would have to absorb and
1
Marketing Grains, North Central Regional Research Publication No. 176, Chapter III by
Hieronymus, T. A.
Gray, Roger W. "The Characteristic Bias in Some Thin Futures Market," Food Research Institute Studies, Vol. I, No. 3, November I960, Stanford University.
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average out all of the intrayear variations. This would require an inordinate
amount of capital and is not the kind of action that speculators are looking for.
The bias of speculators is in the direction of making a lot of money fast.
More complex than the question of seasonal variation is that of interior serial
correlation, or trend movements, of prices. The belief that trends do exist and
that successive price changes are not independent has given rise to technical
systems of trading that are based on price charts and numerical computations,
primarily moving averages. The basic assumption is that the past behavior of
prices can be used to forecast the future. Books and an almost limitless number
of articles have been written on the subject, more relating to securities than to
commodities.2 One can buy chart services and the results of numerical computations that are designed to identify trends and to indicate when to buy and sell.
There are technicians who trade in markets on the basis of their charts and
computations.
The question of randomness has been explored by academicians, particularly
Working, Larson, Gray, Coatner, and Houthakker. The bulk of this work is
summarized by Teweles, Harlow, and Stone.3 They put the question in the context of the "random walk theory." The theory suggests that successive price
changes are independent and that past prices are not a reliable indication of
future prices. It is possible to generate simulated price patterns from a table of
random numbers that cannot be distinguished from actual price patterns. Thus,
real price patterns are like random price patterns. Numerous tests for nonrandomness have been made. Most of the tests made have been for positive
serial correlation. There is some evidence of a positive relationship. One of the
more interesting tests indicated some evidence of both positive and negative
serial correlation in corn futures prices, suggesting that trading on the assumption that the next price change would be opposite the last, yielded as favorable
results as trading on the assumption that the next price change would be in the
same direction as the last. The authors conclude: "Statistical techniques are
capable of detecting data that have come from a process which is significantly
nonrandom. However, even if a process is random, the techniques cannot prove
it. To date, no one has been able to show significant nonrandomness, and
numerous tests have shown that the price data are consistent with these generated by a random process." The final comment is: "Technicians assume that
there is dependence in series of successive price changes in commodity futures,
and thus hold that the history of price change may be incorporated into meaningful predictions for the future. The random walk theory virtually refutes this
basic concept of technical analysis. . . . Many empirical tests remain to be
2
See especially articles by Jiler, Wheelan, and Donchian in Guide to Commodity Price Forecasting. Commodity Research Bureau, 1965.
3
Teweles, Richard J., Harlow, Charles V., and Stone, Herbert L., The Commodity Futures
Trading Guide, McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1969, Chapter 8; and Teweles, Harlow, and Stone, The Commodity Futures Game, McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1974, Chapter 4.
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made. Although the present state of the art of statistical techniques is quite
advanced, it is still inadequate to cope completely with the many complex
features of a complicated process such as a commodity market. However, one of
the greatest contributions to traders' welfare made by the advocates of the
random walk hypothesis is the presentation of objective evidence which shows
how difficult it is to make money in the market."
All of this is as we should expect in a competitive market. The search for a
guaranteed technical system or systems for profitable speculation has been long
and thorough. If such a system is discovered, and widely utilized, it would probably be exploited to its own destruction. No system can work if very many
people use it, for futures trading is a zero sum game.
Third, the speculating public must compete with professional speculators and
the group at markets that we have identified as facilitators—scalpers, pit
traders, and floor traders. This latter group furnishes liquidity and presumably
gets paid for it. Their objective is to sell at a bit over the market and buy a bit
below, thus taking some of the money that speculators might otherwise make or
not lose. True, they sell at prices lower and buy at prices higher than speculators
would pay, or get in their absence, if speculators were to get orders filled as
quickly as they do, but there is a cost of the liquidity service. Speculators should
be aware of this. More importantly, the facilitators' game is the pit and the floor
and they must be good at it to survive. Speculators are well advised to avoid
competing with them.
There are a lot of people who would like to be professional golf players but
no one will subsidize them nor are they good enough to win enough money to
support themselves. So it is with many would-be professional speculators. It is
difficult to imagine a professional speculator being subsidized, but some are
good enough to speculate as their major use of time and source of income.
Almost by definition, they are consistent winners—and they win from other
players, presumably the nonprofessionals. Almost nothing is known about how
these people operate in markets so that the road to riches for amateurs by
emulating professionals is not feasible.
One detail of the operations of larger scale traders is regularly available for
the regulated commodities. This is the CFTC reports of open positions held by
classes of traders. The reports are published monthly, about 10 days following
the end of the month. Some of the reporting speculators are professionals and
others are not and some professionals do not take positions of reporting size.
But once a month the public can have a look, for what it is worth, at what the
larger scale traders thought at an earlier time. Examination of these reports over
time is interesting in two regards: 1. Nearly always there are large scale speculators who are long and others who are short. At times, the longs and shorts are
about equal and at others they are predominately long or short. Even among
large scale traders there is great diversity of opinion. 2. Their positions are
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flexible. The size of the net long or short position varies greatly, both within
and between seasons. They move from long to short and short to long fairly
rapidly, yet it is not a flip-flop pattern. There is substantial continuity of position. They tend to be net long more of the time than they are net short but they
don't show any strong bias toward either side of the market.
The significance of professional speculators to the speculating public is that
they are there attempting to make money and they are presumably good at it. A
speculator moving into commodity markets is playing in the major leagues.
Fourth, the speculating public must also compete with "hedgers." Those merchants, warehousemen, and converters who always maintain exactly balanced
market positions are nulls in the market with regard to price. They take no net
positions and so have no effect on prices. The same is true of users who always
carry the same amount of forward cover. But as noted in the discussions of the
use of futures markets by trade interests the "hedgers" do have market opinions
and do take positions. Many of them are not particularly well qualified speculators but many are. There are large companies involved and they hire competent people to analyze prices and to trade.
Little is known about whether trade interests put money into or take money
out of futures markets. Working4 comments: "Recent studies of the behavior of
futures prices have given reason to believe: (a) That the short-lived price dips
and bulges occasioned by hedging orders are commonly larger than economists
have ordinarily supposed, and of considerably longer duration, sometimes extending over as much as three or four days; and (b) that professional scalpers
on futures markets, who aid in the absorption of hedging orders and profit from
the service thus rendered, tend to lose money, on balance, to other speculators
and to depend for their incomes on their services to hedgers.
"To the extent that hedging orders affect the price, hedgers tend to sell on
price dips and to buy on price bulges, and therefore tend to lose money on their
transactions in futures. The consequent losses, being incurred for the sake of
obtaining prompt execution of orders, may be called the execution cost of
hedging. If the dips and bulges occasioned by hedging orders are as large as has
been indicated by the recent price studies, execution cost may be a major fraction of the total cost of hedging, and a major source of income to speculators in
futures." Professor Working's evidence is persuasive but limited. It is consistent
with market conversation about "hedging pressure" particularly at harvest time.
There may well be an execution cost of hedging for the pure hedgers. But this
by no means includes all of the trade interests nor should we suppose that many
hedgers place orders in such a promiscuous fashion. Even more surprising is the
notion that the facilitators turn and give up part of their earnings to speculators.
From the point of view of the speculating public the best posture to take is
4
Working, Holbrook, "Tests of a Theory Concerning Floor Trading on Commodity Exchanges."
Food Research Institute Studies, Supplement to Vol. VII, 1967, Stanford University.
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that trade interests are speculators or represent cash interests who are speculating. A rather high level of expertise should be attributed to them. Until there is
more conclusive evidence we should assume that, at best, hedgers don't take
money out of the game. Certainly we should not assume that they put in substantial amounts that subsidize the play of the speculators.
Fifth; markets do not have a great capacity to forecast prices and, therefore,
may not be all that difficult to beat. To this point the description of the game that
the speculator is in is discouraging to the would-be speculators. It paints a picture of a tough, competitive world. There is a school of thought that says that
markets are dumb and blind to the future, and all that is required is that the
speculator be somewhat less dumb. As an example, note the variations in cattle
futures prices shown in Chapter 9. There were eight legs of cash cattle price
movement in three years for a total of $93.58 and futures prices approximately
six months forward moved $71.06 in the same direction as the cash. One system
of evaluation would say that traders in futures were 75.9 percent dumb and
blind.5 Cattle prices move in response to supplies of beef and consumer ability
and willingness to spend money for meat. Because of the availability of information and biological considerations in beef production the forecasting of major
changes in cattle prices would seem feasible. That the market does not do it well
is encouraging to the would-be speculator.
The Results of Speculation

Little is known about how speculators make out; how many win and how
many lose and the amounts. The attitude of market people toward the speculative public is generally cynical. Their skills are held in low esteem and popular
guesses of the percentage that lose are extremely high. The most cynical of the
commission house people say that even those customers who succeed for a time,
eventually get greedy and give it all back.
On being asked to whom the speculating public's money goes, the commission
house people are hard pressed for an answer. The most usual explanation is
that a good share falls through the slot in the table. That is, into the paying of
commissions, but this is only part of the story. It is said that the traders in the
pits get some, the professionals a part, and it is generally thought that hedgers
take out more than they put in.
On the other side of the coin, there are any number of experienced registered
representatives who can cite cases of several customers who have traded for years
and consistently made and taken out substantial amounts of money. National
periodicals have reported legendary success stories of individuals who have parleyed thousands into millions.
However, it is evident from the consensus of informed opinion that the big
5
See Leuthold, R. M., "Evaluating the Price Performance of the Live Beef Cattle Futures Contract," Illinois Agricultural Economics, Vol. 15, No. 1, January, 1975.
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winners are relatively few in number and that the great majority of the speculators in the public sector are losers. The following limited studies would also
seem to bear out such a conclusion:
The Blair Stewart Study. A widely accepted notion about speculator successfailure is found in a pamphlet entitled "Trading Techniques for the Commodity
Speculator," published by The Association of Commodity Exchange Firms, Inc.
It says "A U.S. Department of Agriculture survey of the record made by 8,782
speculators in the grain futures markets showed that 25% made a profit." The
reference is to a study made by Blair Stewart.6 It is the analysis of the trading
records of 8,922 customers of a large Chicago commission firm (which went out
of business in the 1930's and turned its records over to the U.S.D.A.) over the
9 year period from January 1, 1924 to December 31, 1932.
There are two case studies presented, one the biggest loser and the other, the
biggest winner. The trading of the big loser, extended from November 17, 1924
to October 29, 1932. His trading resulted (after commissions) in losses of
$400,089 in wheat futures, profits of $1,694 in corn futures, and losses of
$13,996 and $821, respectively, in oats and rye. The bulk of his trading was in
wheat. He traded in moderate amounts (5,000 to 90,000 bushels) from 1924
through the spring of 1928 at which time he had a moderate cumulative profit.
He then traded in much larger amounts—up to 875,000 bushels and lost
heavily. He bought wheat at harvest and sold it in the spring for four successive
crop years, 1928 through 1931. He didn't last through the 1932 crop year. This
accounted for the bulk of his losses. He was persistently long wheat, on a
seasonal basis, during a protracted period of declining prices.
The successful trader made $255,000 trading corn, nearly $28,000 in wheat
and $12,000 in rye. Nearly all of his trading was concentrated in the first three
quarters of 1924. He started buying corn in early 1924 and accumulated a
maximum position of 925,000 bushels in March. He stayed basically long substantial amounts until October, 1924. He was long rye and wheat in the same
period but in smaller amounts. He apparently foresaw a rising corn price,
bought heavily, made a lot of money, and disappeared from the scene of that
particular commission house. The price of corn rose $.50 per bushel, from $.75
to $1.25.
Some significant summary points from the study are:
1. Trading was confined to the four major grains, wheat, corn, oats, and
rye.
2. Traders were concentrated in Seattle, Los Angeles, Chicago, Omaha,
Spokane, Long Beach, and San Francisco with a strong bias toward the
northwestern wheat producing areas.
6
Stewart, Blair, An Analysis of Speculative Trading in Grain Futures, U.S.D.A. Technical Bulletin No. 1001, October, 1949.
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3. There was a broad occupational representation with the usual heavy
farmer participation.
4. The period studied was one of predominately declining prices with
wheat falling from $1.50 to $.50, corn from $1.35 to $.30 and oats from
$.50 to $.20 from early 1925 to the end of 1932.
5. General results were:
Profit Traders

Loss Traders

Commodity

Number

Total Net

Ave. Net

f lumber

Total Net

Ave. Net

Wheat
Corn
Oats
Rye
All grains

2,045
1,525
589
497
2,184

1,508,407
1,183,993
124,038
293,042
2,064,800

738
776
211
590
945

5,496
2,403
997
816
6,598

9,411,620
2,222,602
772,132
825,838
11,958,200

1,712
925
774
1,012
1,812

6. Distribution of traders by size of Profits and Losses:
Amount (1,000 dollars)
0 - .09
1- .9
1.0- 1.9
2.0- 4.9
5.0- 9-9
10.0-19.9
20.0-49.9
50.0-over

Num ber of Traders
Profit.r
Losses
856
979
168
118
37
14
9
3

1,080
3,428
912
721
275
109
58
15

7. Speculators in the sample exhibited a preference for the long side of the
market but this preference was not so great as had been generally
thought. The trading cycles identified as long exceeded those identified
as short by a ratio of 1.72:1
8. Speculators who confined themselves to the long side of the market had
more loss cycles than profit cycles. Consistent shorts had more profitable
than unprofitable cycles. This is as to be expected in a declining price
structure.
9. There was a marked tendency for the size of losses to exceed the size of
profits so that even the consistent shorts who had more profits than
losses, had net losses. Unprofitable trading cycles in general covered
more trading days than profitable cycles. There was a clear tendency for
traders in the sample to take their profits and let their losses run. There
was little evidence to indicate that the reaction of large scale speculators
differed significantly from that of small scale speculators.
10. There was a tendency for long speculators to buy on days of price declines, and for shorts to sell on days of price rises. Trading against the
current movement of prices was the dominant pattern on both sides of
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the market, but was not nearly so definite for shorts as for longs. The
tendency of longs to buy on price declines and for shorts to sell on price
rises indicates that traders in the sample were predominately price level
rather than price movement traders.
The study is a classic of its kind and much of the results are consistent with
impressions that one gets in talking with commission house officials. However,
it was made a long time ago from data even more ancient. It had a strong bias
toward trading in wheat by residents of the northwestern wheat areas. The
study shows that a group of commission house customers lost money and their
losses greatly exceeded the money they paid in commissions so there was a net
pay to the clearing house. It should be noted that there were some winners and
these were substantial in number, if not in proportion. It does not tell us a great
deal about the flow of funds among commission house customers and from
commission house customers to the clearing house.
A Cursory Look.7 For purposes of this chapter, the summary records of some
customers of a major commission house for the calendar year 1969 were obtained. The sample consisted of all of the accounts identified as speculative (in
contrast to trade) for three major offices of the company, all metropolitan, two
in the midwest and one in the south. The information for each account consisted
of the commissions paid, the profits (after commissions) realized, the losses
(after commissions) realized, and the profits and losses carried from 1969 to
1970. It did not include unrealized profits and losses carried from 1968 to
1969. It was assumed that these were offsetting and the analysis was confined to
positions closed in 1969. In the limited number of instances where the carry-out
was of major significance, the carry-in was obtained and adjustments made.
N o great claims can be made for this cursory look as being representative of
the fate of public participants in commodity futures markets. It is but one
house—a large house that puts a lot of resources into the care and feeding of its
customers. It is but one year—the winners may have been losers and the losers
winners in other years. Little is known about the longevity of the customers—
some may have been around for a long time while 1969 was the only experience
for others. Some may have had accounts in other houses—a not unusual practice.
The trading was in the full gamut of commodities—silver, to pork bellies, to
orange juice, to grains, etc. 1969 was a year of stability in the general level of
commodity prices—some up, some down, some volatile and some stable. The
best claim that can be made is that it is all we have. It is the record of how a
group of traders made out in a year.
Aggregate results. The aggregate results of the review were:
7
A more recent and more complete study obtained essentially the same results. See Ross, Ray,
"Financial Consequences of Trading Commodity Futures Contracts," Illinois Agricultural Economics,
Vol. 15, No. 2, July, 1975.
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Number of accounts
Number of accounts with profits
Total profits (dollars)
Profit per account (dollars)
Number of accounts with losses
Total losses (dollars)
Losses per account (dollars)
Average result (loss) (dollars)
Net loss, all accounts (dollars)
Commissions paid (dollars)
Put to clearing house (dollars)
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462
164
462,413
2,819
298
1,127,355
3,783
1,439
664,942
406,344
258,598

The ratio of winners to losers was 1:1.8; the ratio of total profits to losses
was 1:2.4; the ratio of average size of profit to average loss was 1:1.3. Nearly
twice as many people lost money as made money and the losers, on average, lost
more each than the winners made. The average loss per account, all accounts
considered ($1,439) was not great. A total of $1,589,768, involving 462 people,
changed hands. This is an average of $3,441 per person. It was not, on average, a real large game.
It is readily apparent from a comparison of the net trading results and
commissions paid that the gross trading results were not nearly as bad as the net
results. The winners paid $191,422 in commissions and the losers paid $214,922.
Adding commissions to the profits and subtracting them from the losses reveals
gross trading profits to gross trading losses as 1:1.4.
Of the total of $1,127,355 put into the game by the losers, 41 percent went to
the winners, 36 percent lodged with the commission house, and 23 percent went
to the clearing house to be paid out in profits and commissions in some other
part of the system.
Table 10 is a frequency distribution of the trading results. It is readily
apparent that most traders neither win nor lose large sums—49% won or lost
less than $1,000 and 84% less than $5,000. Second, a few people were big
losers. The net loss of people, 22 of them, whose results were over $15,000 was
$350,560. Their loss before commissions was $252,053. The total paid into the
clearing house was $258,598. Third, except for the few big losers, the players
tended to pass money back and forth among themselves, paying commissions as
they played. There were 38 losers who would have had profits had it not been
for commissions. Thus, among the traders whose results were under $15,000,
196 made money gross and 244 lost. Among the traders whose results were
under $5,000, 175 were gross winners and 212 were gross losers.
In shortest summary, it appears that few big losers contributed heavily on a
gross basis, it is a fairly even game among traders, and that commissions are
expensive.
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In view of our objective of exploring ways to speculate successfully, it is
worth noting that a few people did quite well. Twenty-five people made over
$300,000 and half of this went to six who did handsomely indeed. This is as we
should expect; in all fields of endeavor—sports, business, entertainment, and
politics—it takes a lot of losers and also rans to support a few champions.
One Time Traders. A large number of accounts showed only profits or losses
suggesting single trades or a series of trades in a single commodity, in which the
trader came in, won or lost and left. N o one who trades very much has only
profits or losses. There were 170 of these accounts, 37 percent of the total.
There were 44 winners and 126 losers. The winners made $37,237 and the
losers lost $461,659. The net loss of $424,422 compares with $664,922 lost by
the entire group. That is, 37 percent of the people traded only once, had a very
poor win to loss ratio (1:12.4), and contributed 64 percent of the total losses.
A few people lost a lot of money; the ten biggest losers contributed $242,267—
36 percent of the losses in the game.
A crude approximation of the number of contracts traded per account can be
obtained by dividing the commissions paid by $25 (the average commission per
contract in 1969). The winners traded 167 contracts and made an average of
$223 per contract and the losers traded 689 contracts, losing an average of $670
per contract. It is true that the winners tend to take profits quickly and the losers
let their losses run, sometimes to extremely large amounts.
In general, the one time traders traded in small units. The frequency distribution was:
Number Contracts
1- 5
6-10
11-20
21-+

Number

Accounts
131
21
12
7

There were 47 single contract accounts, 38 two contract accounts, and 22 three
contract accounts. More than 10 contracts is a substantial position that puts a
significant amount of money at risk and more than 20 contracts is a big position.
There were 19 positions of substantial size and 7 real swingers. All 7 of the big
ones lost money, ranging from $2,500 to $30,000 and totaling $125,385. Of the
47 traders who traded only a single contract, 12 made a total of $2937 ($245
per contract) and 35 lost $52,488 (1500 per contract).
Regular Traders. The large number of one shot traders and their extraordinary capacity to lose suggested a further classification to identify the regular
players. A session on the practice range or one trip around the links does not
make a golfer or test his ability to play the game. Rather low criteria were
established: a minimum of $250 paid in commission and minimum profits and
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losses of $500 each. That is, a trader who traded a minimum of 10 contracts and
lost at least $500 and made at least $500 was considered to have played the
game. There were 193—42 percent—accounts that met these criteria. The results were:
Profit Accounts
Number
Profits
Losses

Total
Net
Commissions Paid
Gross
Number

80
1,493,602
1,094,763
2,588,365
398,839
211,192
610,031
112

Loss Accour,
113
664,618
1,085,648
1,750,266
421,030
153,454
267,576
81

Forty-one percent of this group of traders made money. The net profits were
nearly as large as the net losses so that the total results of the group was a loss
of $22,191. They paid $364,647 commissions so that the gross result was a gain
of $342,455. That is, they almost made enough to pay commissions. Adjusting
for commissions to obtain the gross trading results almost exactly reversed the
won-loss numbers. One way of looking at it is that they took money away from
the nonregular traders and paid it to the house for services.
The number of accounts that met the low criteria of trading activity was
surprisingly small. A high proportion of commodity speculators traded but little
and lost heavily. The regular players paid 90 percent of the commissions. The
winners both made and lost a lot of money in achieving their net profits. The
losers also made and lost a lot. Interestingly, their losses were almost equal
those of the winners; their problem was that profits were much smaller. The
profit accounts were more active than the loss accounts, suggesting that even
seasoned traders tend to lock on to losses.
A frequency distribution of net trading results of the regular traders is:
Range
Loss

Profit

15,000 and over
10,000-14,999
5,000- 9,999
3,000- 4,999
1,000- 2,999
0 - 999
0 - 999
1,000- 2,999
3,000- 4,999
5,000- 9,999
10,000-14,999
15,000 and over

Number Accounts

Group Total

1
6
7
14
39
40
26
21
11
11
5
6

143,063
75,273
51,598
53,883
75,753
21,460
13,948
40,035
45,142
81,714
67,426
150,574
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It is a nearly normal distribution, highly peaked in the center. The center is
skewed moderately to the loss side but it would lean moderately to the profit side
had it been constructed from gross rather than net trading results. At the extremes, the distribution is skewed to the profit side with the big winners making
more than the big losers lost, but the difference was not statistically significant.
One significant observation is that a high proportion of regular traders
neither made nor lost substantial sums; 126 of the 193 were within the plus or
minus $3,000 range. This apparent lack of result obscures a lot of activity. For
example, one account made $29,000, lost $23,000, and paid $5,000 in commission. His gross trading results were a modest profit and his net a modest loss:
But it was an active game. The closest to dead center was an account with
profits of $2,208 and losses of $2,205 for a net $3. The gross profit was $580
but $577 went for commissions.
A second significant observation is that a few people made substantial sums
and a few people lost substantial sums. The game was quite expensive for a few
of the regular players just as it was quite lucrative for a few. The game is
played and won by some people; it can be done. It should, however, be kept in
mind that this was a one year sample.
Do regular, active, speculators make or lose money ? The indications from the
limited examination made are that the answer is neither. They pass money back
and forth among themselves, gathering up enough money from the nonregular
players to pay the cost of playing.
Recapitulation. The two selections of one time traders and regular traders
omits a third group of traders who had both profits and losses but who failed to
meet the regularity criteria. Their profile is derived and the final summary is:

Number Accounts
Number Profits
Number Losses
Profits
Losses
Net
Commissions
Gross

Regular

One Time

Other

Total

193
80
113
398,839
421,030
—22,191
364,646
+342,455

170
44
126
37,237
461,659
—424,422
21,403
-403,019

99
40
59
26,337
244,666
—218,329
20,295
-198,034

462
164
298
462,413
1,127,355
—664,942
406,344
-258,598

The classification "other" obviously had the same characteristics as the onetime
traders. They had a better won-loss ratio but their profits were small and their
losses large. They were major contributors.
How To Speculate

There is no single plan for successful commodity speculation, rather there are
many. It is clear from the foregoing discussion of the results of speculation that
there are successful commodity speculators so that we know it is possible to win
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and there are losers so that there is money available for winning. Important
money can be made by those people who can devise and execute successful plans
and programs. This is not simple, for the game is intensely competitive; there is
no easy road to riches. Trading is a highly individualized game. No two traders
are alike in their capital positions, objectives, skills, time available, and temperament and all of these things go into making up a trading program.
Should you trade? For many people the most successful involvement with
commodity markets is none at all. The question is one that each prospective, or
active speculator must ask himself and carefully answer. The answer boils
down to a dichotomy of questions: Can I win and is the winning worth the time
and effort ? or will I lose ?
The markets and commission houses are quite circumspect in promoting
public participation. They point out that there is money to be made but quickly
say that commodity speculation is not for everyone and that one should not
trade unless he meets certain requirements. Some commission houses impose a
"know your customer" rule on registered representatives in their solicitation of
new business and refuse accounts when they judge that the prospective customer
should not trade. Some houses impose trading limits on the basis of net worth
and earnings that are far smaller than the positions permitted by the available
capital. Others reluctantly accept business on the basis that the man is going to
find a way to lose money and it might as well be here as some place else.
It is said that the first requirement is that there be available cash funds which
is genuine risk capital—that one should only speculate when his financial
responsibilities have been met with regard to living expenses, an adequate retirement and insurance program, equity in a house, and educational program for
his children. But strict adherence to this would rule out a lot of the people
whose incentive to speculate is the greatest. If one already has all of these things,
why bother ? It is the getting of them that lends real incentive and incentive is
important in success. This is not to suggest that one should hazard the rent
money, but it leaves open the possibility that some people should postpone
buying a house in the interest of one day, perhaps, owning a finer house. Each
person must decide what he has he is willing to risk in the interest of getting
more.
A second bit of advice is that the amount of genuine risk capital be large
enough to withstand a series of initial losses that may occur before a profit is
made and large enough to keep the risks taken on individual positions down to
a modest proportion of the capital available. True, one must have some staying
power in a program or a position but there is a counter argument. As we have
seen, the big contributors to the game are the people who badly overstay positions. Their biggest error is in having too much money. One school of thought
is that if you are good, the money will come to you and if you are not, you are
going to lose what you put in, so keep it small.
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Commodity trading is basically a game of skill in forecasting prices and managing capital in risk situations. The prospective trader must either possess or be
capable of and willing to develop forecasting skills. It is not a game of chance
and those people who play it as such inevitably lose if they persist. There are
elements of chance that must be compromised by effective capital management
but success or failure depends upon forecasting skill.
Not all people are temperamentally suited to commodity trading; in fact,
more people seem unsuited than capable. But the temperamental requirements
are not that great. The trader must be competitive. He must get a thrill from
winning and react to defeat with an inclination to hit back. He must be more of
a participant than spectator and prefer losing to not playing. There are chronic
losers who persist in trading, not only out of hope or optimism that they will
eventually become winners, but out of the enjoyment of competing. There are
probably elements of all three in the chronic losers. It is worth noting that
people, once hooked, do not give up easily.
Second, successful speculation requires a highly disciplined personality. The
facts of a situation have to be faced immediately and without equivocation. A
trader must have the discipline to recognize a mistake when he makes it and
take his loss. There can be no alibis, no hoping for some improvement before
getting out, and no waiting to see what happens. Most importantly, the trader
must recognize that there are no "paper" profits and losses. An unrealized loss is
just as real as a realized loss. The trader must be able to live with profits and
losses without letting his judgment about the future course of prices be affected.
A position must be appraised on the basis of the current price without regard to
whether it has a profit or loss. Unrealized profits and losses are only important
in capital allocation and management. The trader's attention must be focused
on what happens to prices next without regard to whether he has a profit or loss
in the position. The area of profit-loss discipline appears to be one of the aspects
of trading that is most difficult to master. There is an adage that says "Keep
your position down to a sleeping point," but one of the most common faults of
traders is to sleep too well on losses; to be able to put losses too easily out of
mind; to be "locked in the market." It is out of this that big losses are most
often made. This fault is more common with novices than experienced traders;
the experienced traders have coped else they would have gone broke and disappeared from the scene. Experienced traders tend to treat accrued profits too
lightly. They tend to be more comfortable pursuing a questionable position with
"someone else's" money. But it is not someone else's money. Some professionals
scale down the size of positions that they take after a succession of profitable
trades because they know they have a tendency to give it back.
Part of the personality discipline required is that of hard work. Markets are
in a continuous state of flux and price changes are based on new information
and appraisal of its effects as it becomes available. The trader must do the work
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required to collect information and continually review its probable effect on the
course of prices. It is easy to ignore the eventual impact of new information
when all is going well. Sometimes markets react immediately to new market
forces but at other times, reactions are delayed. The trader may be long in a
rising market and become complacent. New and obscure information may come
in that will eventually turn the price down and be ignored by the market. The
trader must not only be aware of the new information, but he must consider it
carefully enough that it waves a danger signal.
A third personality trait that seems necessary is a combination of bravery and
cowardice, of egotism and humility. When he takes a position the speculator is
challenging the wisdom of the market. He is saying, "I know more than the
market does about the price that will equate supplies and requirements; about
what the equilibrium price will finally turn out to have been." This requires a
strength of ego that borders on arrogance. Backing this challenge with money is
not a game for the faint of heart. Yet every speculator is wrong part of the
time. He must recognize and admit errors before they become serious. When a
player loses an athletic contest, he is beaten and that is that, by how much is
not of major importance. Once committed, his only course is to continue with
courage to the end. But not so the speculator. When confronted with defeat, he
must turn tail and run. The thing that should be done in response to an adverse
price movement can be determined only after subsequent events evolve. With
the benefit of hindsight, the reaction of the speculator who has liquidated a position at a loss may be: "I was wrong in the first place. I'm glad I got out when I
did." or "I was right in the first place. I should have stood my ground. What a
coward I am." Excessive courage and excessive cowardice are equally ruinous.
Again, the key is disciplined analysis.
Vanity can lead to losses. The more people who know that one has been
wrong, the more embarrassing it is. Seasoned speculators tend to avoid expressing strong opinions about prices and to avoid revealing their market positions
lest their vanity get in the way of their trading. Embarrassment is limited if only
the commission house knows of the losses. A speculator who was also a football enthusiast said, "I have a much better job than a coach. Only my broker
knows of my mistakes, but he must make his in front of 60,000 people."
The place of greed in the temperamental makeup of the speculators is
difficult to appraise. Acquisitiveness is an essential characteristic, necessary to
get people in the game, give them incentive to work, and promote the aggressiveness needed to exploit market situations. But greed leads to ruin. The oldest
saw in the trade is "The bulls make money, the bears make money, but the hogs
get slaughtered." People enter markets in pursuit of a fast buck. They stay with
winning positions past reasonable expectations in hope of making more and
hold on to long positions on dips, waiting for a rally because they don't want to
face the loss of part of the gain they once had. They take positions and pyramid
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positions past the prudent use of capital out of sheer avarice. Thus, the speculator should be acquisitive and aggressive, but not greedy. The problem is that
the words mean much the same thing. To be greedy is to be acquisitive beyond
reason. That is, if one plunges in heavily and makes it big, he is acquisitive but if
he overstays and loses it all back, he is greedy. The reconciliation is that the
speculator must have the temperamental discipline to make decisions based on
considerations of capital management and price forecasts without regard to how
much is made or lost on a particular trading operation.
Should you trade? The answer is yes for those people who possess or can
develop the necessary skills and who are temperamentally structured so that they
enjoy competition and can avoid ruinous mistakes. One can only find out by
trying. He who decides to speculate in commodities must take the matter seriously. As we have seen, the people who do not trade regularly and consistently
are the biggest contributors to the game. Objectives must be established, trading
plans developed, and markets continuously and carefully studied. The speculator must develop a program that is adapted to his objectives, his skills, and his
temperament. He must do the work that is involved in program execution.
Capital Management. The purpose of commodity speculation is to make
money. It is not to make cents per bushel of soybeans, cents per pound of
copper, or dollars per ton of meal. It is not to make x thousands of dollars. Five
thousand dollars may be an unreasonably large return for speculator A to try to
make but not for speculator B. The purpose is to make a given amount of capital grow into a larger amount; to obtain a return on investment. How well one
does speculating is measured by how much money one makes in relation to how
much money he has invested. The number of profits versus the number of losses
and the size of individual profits and losses contribute to the end of capital increase or decrease but are, in themselves, unimportant. The measure of skill
must be made over a protracted period of time. The investment of $750 in a
contract of pork bellies that results in a quick profit of $3,000 is not a great
speculative accomplishment. Likely, it is a matter of luck. It is what happens to
$750 over time and the $3,000 next that counts. Trading must be done and
results measured in relation to the capital on which it is based.
Returns to speculation accrue out of the risks that are taken and the potential
returns are proportional to the risks of potential losses that are assumed.
Returns are also proportional to the amount of time and effort that are put into
trading. The full time, professional speculator should be expected to make
more in relation to his capital than a physician whose speculative time is limited. The first step, then, is to establish trading objectives. There are all gradations in between, but three kinds of situations can be isolated for illustration.
First, an individual may be interested in trading as an avocation; to give him
something to get up for in the morning other than his mundane job or because
he has gotten bored with being a sports fan and wants a game in which he can
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participate. Because his basic objective is to play he should be first concerned
with holding his capital together or, at least, limiting losses to levels that keep
his hobby cost within affordable limits. His original capital should be limited to
the minimum necessary to margin some diversity of positions and absorb several
losses without being forced out. His profit objectives should be limited to the
minimum that will provide him with the kicks that he is seeking. These will
grow rapidly enough, if not too rapidly, if he is successful.
Second, an individual may have some capital that he wishes to carry in
commodities as a part of a diversified investment program. His objective is to
obtain returns comparable to those from savings accounts, securities, small
businesses and the like. His will be a limited risk program, probably at a higher
risk, higher profit objective than the more generally understood investment
media.
Third, it is possible, through commodity trading, to turn a small, unimportant
amount of money into an important amount of money. This seems to contradict
the generally accepted principle that it is more painful to lose a given amount
of money, say $2,000, when one has a small net worth, say $5,000, than it is to
lose the same amount of money when one has a larger net worth, say $50,000.
From this it follows that losses are always more painful than profits are pleasurable and a progressive income tax structure augments the proposition. However,
if one doesn't have much to begin with, he can't be hurt very much and to
accept this modest risk of pain for the possible substantial pleasure of having a
lot is an attractive exchange to many people. As we have noted, $1000 X 210
= $1,024,000. To double one's money in a year is not an unreasonable profit
objective. To do so for ten successive years is something else. One does it at the
continued risk of being sent back to the starting line. It is part way up that the
matter gets sticky. At some point, say $64,000 at the end of year six, the sum
impresses the trader as being important. Does he set aside part, say $60,000 and
go back to the end of year two or does he shoot the works ? Or does he shift to
more modest profit objectives with lower risk ? There are numerous alternatives.
Each speculator must review his own situation and establish his own objectives for return on capital and these objectives must be continually reviewed as
his capital position changes. Capital management decisions must be made on the
basis of risk to profit appraisal. Is the potential gain worth the risk of loss
assumed ? These are pain-pleasure evaluations.
The first rule of capital management is to defend against excessive incursions
of losses. If the trader loses his capital he doesn't get to play anymore unless he
can find a new source and finding new sources is painful and eventually becomes impossible. Experienced traders count their money frequently and adjust
their operations to what is happening to it. If the net worth of the account is
declining they pull back and reappraise. No matter how good a position may
look on the basis of market forces it is not worthwhile if it is seriously impair-
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ing capital. Impairment of capital is a sufficient reason, in and of itself, for
abandoning a position.
The minimum amount of capital needed to start commodity speculation is an
area of frequent injury. The minimum needed is just enough to comfortably
survive a moderate series of losses while waiting for the first profit. At a very
minimum, it would seem that one should be reconciled to losing one half of a
margin requirement three times while still retaining the full amount of a
margin plus one half of a margin to survive initial adversity on the fourth trade.
Should the fourth loss occur, the neophyte trader should reconsider the whole
thing. This adds up to three initial margins with the absolute amount varying by
commodity. The appropriate amount may be larger. A strong case can be made
for diversifying; trading over several commodities with some long and some
short positions. The minimum needs to be multiplied by the number of commodities. The appropriate amount may also be larger out of time and attention
considerations. Speculation is a game of skill and to be skillful requires work.
The pay that the speculator gets for his work is proportional to the size of the
position that he takes. It takes the same amount of skill to be right about a 10
cent move on 10,000 bushels of corn as to be right about a 10 cent move on
100,000 bushels. One pays $1,000 and the other $10,000. The amount invested
needs to be large enough to make the pay worth the work. What is worthwhile
varies among individuals. To a major extent, it is a function of the individual's
net worth and his earnings from other sources. The amount of the investment
need also be large enough that the outcome of the venture is important. If the
amount is so small that its loss is of no consequence, the speculator is apt to take
the matter too lightly to succeed.
Forecasting. Commodity prices fluctuate and it is out of these fluctuations that
profits and losses are made. Commodity prices are real, responding to market
forces of supplies and requirements so that an equilibrium price is established.
Thus, the essence of successful commodity speculation is accurate price forecasting. The market, as a whole, forecasts prices and the current price is the
composite forecast of all of the market participants, weighted by the size of their
positions. To take a position in a market is to challenge the aggregrate judgment—to say that the market is in error. It is from the mistakes of other people
that speculators make money and from their own mistakes that they lose money.
Discussion of methods of price forecasting is obviously the key, and beyond
the scope of this volume. There are some general comments that are appropriate. First, the forces affecting the price of a commodity are numerous and subtle
in their effects. Information about them is never absolutely complete or accurate. Many of the forces are nonrepetitive and change over time. As a result, the
use of advanced statistical techniques and econometric models as a sole forecasting system are not sufficient. They are useful but they relate to the past and the
forecaster is concerned with the future. Statistical forecasts are developed in
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probability terms and have a band of probability parameters around them.
Advanced techniques can be used to accurately forecast, within a range. The
problem is that composite wisdom of the market tends to hold the price within
the range.
Second, the current price is the market's forecast of the price that will prevail
at the moment of truth—first delivery day. To forecast a change is also to
identify an error. It is not only necessary to make a positive forecast of price
change but to identify the source of the market's error. Before challenging the
wisdom of the market, it not only behooves one to know why he is right, but to
form an opinion about why the market is making a mistake. This is a useful
process in identifying the reasons that the speculator may be wrong. Not only
does he probe for weakness but he establishes check points that will confirm or
deny his forecasts as time passes and more information becomes available.
Third, there are numerous kinds of forecasts and numerous things about
which forecasts are made. The scalper is concerned about whether the next
order received by a broker will be to buy or sell and the pit trader with the flow
of orders during the next hour or two as these are the things that affect the very
short term price changes. There is a sequence of information that flows into the
market. This consists of acreage estimates, yield estimates, stock reports, movement into and out of storage, cattle on feed, etc. Much of this is information
furnished by the federal government on a schedule that is known in advance.
The market forms its own aggregate opinion about what the next report will
show. If it is right, there is no effect on price but if it is wrong, the price changes
and the change may be large. A major change in the crop estimate from the one
made a month before sometimes has almost no effect while unchanged crop
estimates sometimes cause shape price changes. When stock reports differ from
the expected, prices change. For example, in the first quarter of 1969 the price
of corn remained stable at a price adjusted to a moderate increase in carryover
which tied the price tightly to the government loan. The April 1 stocks in all
positions report was scheduled for release after the market closed on April 24.
The report was unexpectedly small, indicating a very large disappearance and
an outflow from government stocks that would require a higher price. July corn
closed at $1.22l/ 2 on April 24 and $1.2614 on April 25. The market was wrong
and adjusted quickly. The price of July futures continued to rise, reaching a
peak of $1,303^ on May 21. It then settled down to trade in a $1.261/ 2 to $1.29l/ 2
range until the contract expired at $1.27 on July 22. Most of the price impact
was instantaneous and to capitalize on it, the speculator had to have anticipated
a big disappearance and bought ahead of the report.
The next check point for old crop corn was the July 1 stocks in all position
report, to be issued July 24. It was larger than expected and the September
contract declined from $1.25% on the 24th to $1.2H/ 2 on the 25th and traded
quietly in a narrow range for several weeks. The market believed the April 1
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stock report and concluded that the disappearance for the year would be large.
To make money, the speculator had to disbelieve it, thinking that it did not
square with all of the other information about animal numbers, prices, exports,
etc.
On July 25, 1969 the price of the new crop December future declined 5l/g
cents. The stock report affected the new crop price as well as the old. It said,
"We are not using as much corn as was thought and, therefore, we will not need
so much next year." That is, the minutia of a pair of stock reports went into
making up the aggregate expectation about the equilibrium price for the subsequent crop year. The market was not only reacting to the short term impact of a
new bit of information but fitting the new information into the long term price
picture as well.
The market forecasts many things that have short term effects while en route
to its long term goal of discovering the equilibrium price for the crop year.
Sometimes it does this well and sometimes it makes mistakes. Thus, forecasting
is a continuous process, made up of a succession of bits and pieces that finally
form a whole.
Different speculators have different forecasting skills. At one end of the
spectrum is the pit trader who senses the flow of orders into the pits and is
skilled in estimating its impact. Close to him is the floor trader who specializes
in getting new information and acting on it quickly. He anticipates what the
weekly report of export loadings will show, or what effect today's weather
report will have on what the general crop report of next week will show about
the progress of planting, or the effect of the early morning cash prices of
sunflower oil in Rotterdam will have on today's soybean oil futures prices at
Chicago, etc. At the other end is the long term equilibrium analyst who works
with consumer incomes, expenditures for food, export demand, producer supply
reactions, changes in and impact of government programs, etc.
The import of this is that each speculator must identify and do his own thing.
Perhaps more importantly, he must stay out of someone else's game. Scalpers
and pit traders frequently say, "Do not tell me any facts about the factors
affecting prices. Such knowledge will only serve to louse up my feel of what is
going on in the pit. The market will tell its own story and my only problem is to
read it fast." At the other end, the long term equilibrium forecaster's skills
relate to basic price moves from one level to another. They must ignore the
short term moves and trade outside of them. They are concerned with the long
term effects of the flow of information, not the immediate impact. For example,
the price of pork bellies moves up and down in response to weekly reports of
bacon slicings, storage stocks, and in and out movement. There are traders who
are skilled at anticipating these reports and their short term impacts and who
trade for short term profits. But the reports are only significant to the price
level in their cumulative effects. The short term variations are the result of
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market imperfection in appraising long term effects. The long term analyst
must use the reports to modify or not modify his equilibrium projections. He
must not be distracted by the false scents that the market frequently throws off
in its zig-zag, groping course to its final goal. The long term analyst must stand
ready to absorb the short term profits and losses that result from the flow of
information. If he tries to trade these short term moves, he is playing someone
else's game and will almost certainly lose. One of the most frequent questions
that novice speculators ask is "I think that the price of
will finally go
much higher but it has gone up sharply; shouldn't I take profits here, wait for a
reaction, and reinstate my positions?" If he does this, he can be assured of three
things: (1) he is responding to the general inclination to take small profits, (2)
he will finally miss the major move if it develops, and (3) he will wind up
paying most of his profits (if any) in commissions.
Fourth, markets respond to pressures that are not readily quantifiable and
that are sometimes recognized by very few people. These pressures may be
farmers selling at a faster than usual rate before or during harvest and reflect a
larger than estimated production. Or the flow of hogs may be smaller than
expected on the basis of production reports, reflecting an error in estimating
production. They are more apt to come from the demand side as demand information is less readily available and more difficult to appraise than supply information. The price of cattle in the late spring of 1969 was a classic case. Prices
were forecast on the basis of supplies—which turned out to be right—and the
usual patterns of consumer buying. But consumers shifted their demand schedules to the right faster than their incomes increased. They spent more money
chasing the limited supplies of beef than was to be expected on the basis of past
performance. Real market forces assert themselves whether they are foreseen or
not.
The market response to unseen pressures has given rise to a school of thought
of omniscience of markets. It says that the wisdom of the market is greater than
the sum of its parts; that, somehow, the market gets and weighs all of the
information and seeks its own level. This is a persuasive argument, particularly
to those people who have challenged the market's wisdom and lost. But the
forces that move prices can always be understood and the nature of forecasting
mistakes determined with the benefit of hindsight. The fact remains, however,
that the things that seem to be market errors often turn out not errors at all but
things that were overlooked. In such cases, realizing rather than anticipating
markets exist.
The existence of realizing markets presents a problem to the speculator. His
role is to challenge the wisdom of the market, yet he must recognize that the
market may be right and he wrong. Accomplished speculators develop a sense
of feel of danger that they cannot see that seems to come out of experience in
dealing with adversity. And they seem to learn more from being wrong than
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right. Much of forecasting is a science based on hard information and its interpretation but some aspects of forecasting remain an art.
Fifth, the forecaster must possess a lot of information about a commodity,
have it systematically collated, and be experienced in forecasting its price.
There is a tremendous amount of information available about every commodity
that is traded, often so much that it is difficult to see the forest for the trees.
However, one weakness of speculative markets is that relatively few people
systematize information sufficiently well to be interpreted. It is said that the
market has an excellent memory for yesterday, a week ago, and a year ago but
has little knowledge of other times. This is the case because reports tend to
refer to yesterday, a week ago and a year ago.
A key consideration in forecasting is to ask the right question. Out of the
mass of information, the forecaster must select the germane facts and he cannot
do this without identifying his question correctly. Suppose that the price of
soybeans is rising in July and a speculator is long. He knows that the price will
be affected by the size of the crop and that an estimate of the prospective size
will be released on August 10, based on August 1 conditions. The new information that he needs relates to planting and growing conditions to date relative to
normal. Suppose further that he checks weather to date and judges conditions to
be normal. The question that he must answer is what will be the August 1 yield
estimate, not what is a normal yield. To answer it, the information that he needs
is a series of August 1 yields and the accompanying description of crop conditions up to August 1. The yield of the preceding year or a series of final yields
is not as good as these that include the effects of weather beyond August 1. The
concern is with what the market will have to look at on August 10 rather than
what the crop will turn out to be. The market tends to look at last year's yield or
a series of final yields in estimating the August 1 estimate because these are
readily available while the past August yields are not so readily available. Asking the right question and having the right information available can yield
the careful speculator an edge.
There is no substitute for experience in trading a commodity. The speculator
must live with a market to understand it. Experience can be simulated by collecting all of the pertinent information about past seasons and reviewing the
price patterns that evolved. In addition, practice forecasting on previous price
patterns is useful because forecasts can be checked and practice errors do not
cost money. Much discipline is required to do this because nothing is directly at
stake. Practice, however, lacks the elements of stress that are present in actual
trades.
The need for work and experience raises a question about how many commodities the speculator should trade. The first requirement is that he be concerned with enough that there are opportunities for trades—that something be
active. All commodities turn dull and inactive at times. But almost no commod-
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ity remains quiet for protracted periods so that only a few commodities are
needed for ample trading opportunities to be presented. More importantly, the
number needs to be small enough that the speculator can achieve a substantial
knowledge about each. The number is a function of the time available and the
effort the speculator is willing to make. There are related groups of commodities for which the same general body of knowledge is used in analysis. The feed
grain complex is one. Soybean meal is a part of the feed complex. Thus, there is
a close relationship of the analysis of the soybean complex and the feed grains.
The prices of livestock and livestock products are interrelated. Most of the
knowledge needed to trade eggs is gathered in the analysis of broiler prices.
Silver and copper are related and knowledge of these readily expands to the
other metals. But pork bellies and cocoa are not related and rarely is sufficient
knowledge of both mastered by one person.
More speculators go wrong by trading in too many commodities than in too
few. They tend to score a success or two in a commodity and become overconfident, thinking that they can trade in any commodity and go where the most
action is. But a success or two in corn does not make one an expert in cocoa or
silver. The merit of limiting one's trading to commodities of which one has
intimate knowledge is well illustrated by the story told of Pete and Joe who were
pit traders on a major exchange. They were walking off the floor after a
trading session when Pete noticed that his friend was quite downcast and asked
if he had been having difficulty. Joe replied that he was not having difficulty, he
had the ultimate difficulty; he had lost his money and membership, had to leave
the fraternity and go into the world to earn a living. "But what went wrong?"
asked Pete. "I don't know," replied Joe, "everything I did went wrong." "Where
have you been trading?" further inquired Pete. "In the wheat pit." "Oh! That is
the trouble. You should have been in corn pit with me." "What? me trade corn?
I don't know anything about corn." Just as a salesman must know his territory, a
trader must know his commodity or small commodity group.
Sixth, markets tend to be better informed about and do a better job of interpreting supply factors than demand factors. They anticipate supply information
and respond quickly to it but changes in demand are recognized and registered
more slowly. Supply markets are anticipating markets while demand markets are
realizing markets. This suggests that speculators are well advised to concentrate
attention on potential demand changes and their impacts. The principle is to
challenge the markets where they are weakest.
Finally, the prospective speculator need not be overwhelmed by the amount
of knowledge and analysis required. There are usually one or two limited issues
on which the price turns in a particular situation. Perceptivity is more important
than intimate knowledge; perceptivity is developed out of intimate knowledge
but not all people with intimate knowledge are perceptive. Much of forecasting
is an art. He should be consoled by the knowledge that the market is made up
of other mortals.
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Technical versus Fundamental. Much of the literature on speculation relates
to the contrasting approaches of "technical" and "fundamental." The technician works with charts, moving averages, volume of trading, open interest, new
buying, new selling, and the like. Mechanical systems of trading based on
market action are developed and implemented. Lengthy and elaborate tests of
various systems are devised and made. Basic to the technical approach is the
assumption of nonrandomness of price variations. The objective is to identify
trends and to trade with them. The argument is that all forces are fed into
markets and they tell their own story; that you, as a speculator, had better
believe the market. Positions are initiated by stops that are triggered by price
patterns and liquidated by stops when the trend has reversed. Stops are used to
limit losses and the trader is warned that he should expect more losses than
profits, but that losses will be small and profits large so that an overall profit
will be realized.
The fundamentalist works with economic forces of supplies and requirements and their effects on price. His underlying assumption is that there are
intrinsic commodity values that must be realized in the market place. The
argument is that the market does willy-nilly things, responding to the psychology of traders, and making errors but in the final analysis it must go to a
rational equilibrium price; that you as a speculator, must challenge the market
and be more right about intrinsic value than it is. Positions are initiated when an
error of sufficient size to make a trade attractive is recognized and liquidated
when the market error has been corrected by a change in price or the speculator
has decided, on the basis of new information or new interpretation, that he,
rather than the market, is in error.
In so far as it is necessary to treat with the argument, the position taken here
is on the side of the fundamentalist. All that has been said about the speculative
function, randomness of price variation, commercial reality of futures prices on
first delivery day, and the need to challenge the market with superior information and analysis dictates such a primary position.
There are many players in the commodity markets who utilize charts, computers and a variety of technical systems in their quest to beat the game. This
approach has many adherents who rely exclusively on the performance of the
market and the track record of their particular system. If it is true that price
variations are random, a good technical system will gross break even and net
lose commissions. However, Commodity Research Bureau, Inc., has thousands
of subscribers to their chart services, many of whom have renewed their subscriptions continuously for over a dozen years. A survival rate of this order must
certainly be considered mute testimony to a degree of effectiveness of this approach. Commodity Research Bureau also claims that their computer research
can prove conclusively that a trend following method, paying all commissions,
was successful on a theoretical basis for a ten-year period from 1961 to 1970.
Such results would argue strongly against the "randon walk" school.
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The "random walk" school rests on the efficient market theory which says
that new information enters markets in a random fashion and competition
causes the effects of new information regarding intrinsic values to be reflected
instantly in commodity prices. If this is true then price patterns are truly random, and no system based on past market behavior can do other than gross
break even and net lose by the cost of commission and any liquidity cost of
entry and exit. However, if markets are less than totally efficient prices do
gradually move toward the inevitable. The efficient market theory is not reasonable. Successful business enterprises invest heavily in price analysis and
forecasting. Large numbers of people make a living as price analysts. Their performance is obviously much less than perfect but it is extremely unlikely that
so many people would be so long engaged in a totally futile activity. Also,
analysts can frequently look back when they have failed to foresee a major
price move and identify the things that they should have foreseen and did not
or that they should have interpreted differently. Our brief look at cattle price
behavior tends to discredit the efficient market theory. It is interesting to note
that the efficient market theory and the numerous tests made of it is more closely
associated with the behavior of security than with commodity prices. As we
have noted, security prices need face reality only in the very long run whereas
commodity prices are confronted with the facts of life every first notice day.
What all of this says is that prices probably move at random when they are
going nowhere and move in a trending fashion when events require a change
in the level of prices. A good trend following scheme will make money when
there is a trend and lose money when there is no trend. Prices are always in a
state of flux. A price that is going nowhere continually reverses itself, giving
off false trend signals. In such markets mechanical systems tend to buy the highs,
sell the lows, and get stopped out with losses.
People do trade on the basis of charts, moving averages, and computerized
trend following systems. The extent of this kind of trading increased sharply
during the early 1970's when commodity prices became more variable and less
forecastable and computer technology had become more fully developed. Some
of the systems were sold to people who developed commodity funds so that
substantial sums of money were traded on the basis of signals sent out by computers. Many commission houses developed their own computerized systems
and the market actions of many customers were based on computer signals.
The systems are not all alike but they all rest primarily on past price behavior.
Out of a common input they tend to send out similar signals. To some extent
trading systems are self fulfilling and price trends grow on what they feed on.
The extent and impact of mechanical trading systems has not been investigated.
Market observers generally think that the impact is substantial.
The controversy between some technicians and fundamentalists is unfortunate
and the disdain of each for the other is regrettable. The systems are not contra-
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dictory and both are useful tools in the bag of careful speculators. The mutual
exclusiveness—the either/or—of the two is more apparent than it is real. The
strict chartist says, "I only read my charts. I do not know and do not want to
know any fundamentals." However it is virtually impossible to find a chartist
who does not know what the last crop report was, when the next crop report will
be released, and who has not formed a judgment about what the market thinks
the next report will show. Few, if any, chartists can refrain from reading commission house letters, news service reports, and weather maps. Some self-styled
fundamentalists refuse to even look at charts, much less keep them and say that
all chartists have holes in their shoes. However, fundamentalists invariably
know the patterns that prices have made recently, the highs and lows for the
season, the patterns of prices in other, comparable, seasons, and have a feel of
the market action. They keep charts in their heads if not on paper. They watch
the price action and develop a sense of whether it is strong, weak, or indecisive.
The fundamentalists are usually aware of the price patterns that, should they
develop, will trigger further action.
Even so, markets do move systematically from one price level to another.
These moves are in response to real economic forces. The moving force may
become apparent with one bit of new information and its effect be completely
registered at once. Such were the corn stocks reports of April and July 1969More often, information about the changes in economic forces that dictate a
change in price level evolves gradually and is registered gradually. For example, the knowledge of a smaller crop that will lead to higher prices is
developed over a period of several months. There are straws in the wind about
farmer reactions and then an acreage intentions report. Weather and progress of
planting reports follow and then an acreage planted report is made. During the
season, weather and crop reports are punctuated by periodic estimates of
production. There are final reports of acreage and yield. All of this grows from
the faintest early suspicion that the crop may be smaller to full confirmation at
the end. The price adjustment proceeds as the confirmation evolves.
As has been noted, markets respond to pressures that are not foreseen or are
foreseen by very few people. Such realizing markets truly tell their own story,
not out of past price behavior but based on the pressures that are registered by
buying and selling in nearby cash markets. The detection and exploitation of
these is the place that charts and trends are useful to the speculator, to help
him avoid mistakes, and sometimes to make profits. Sometimes the speculator must aggressively challenge the market and sometimes he must run from
it. He must not only ask what he knows that the market doesn't but what the
market may know that he does not. Further, the fact that a market is making
a mistake and should be challenged does not mean that the mistake won't get
bigger.
Successful speculation is usually based on a combination of fundamental
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analysis and response to market action and the importance of each varies among
speculators. Speculators who lean toward technical systems can trade closer
to the full capacity of their capital became such systems limit losses to small
amounts. Fundamental traders must be prepared to absorb more short term
variability. The trading system used must be related to capital management.
Independence versus Commission House Advice. Successful speculation requires knowledge, forecasting skill, and experience even for speculation in one
or a small group of commodities. One way to acquire knowledge, information
on a current basis, and to observe analysts in action and learn from them is from
commission houses. Speculators are customers of commission houses and the
execution of orders and the keeping of accounts is but part of the service
provided by the houses. They are also in the information and analysis business.
Many hire staffs of trained and experienced analysts, each of whom specializes
in one or a small group of commodities. They publish daily, weekly, and periodic situation reports that sometimes contain position recommendations from
the staff work and these are furnished to the registered representatives who, in
turn, communicate with the customers.
This procedure opens the possibility of trading on the basis of house recommendations. It is clear from the behavior of commission house customers that
the houses are of major influence. The customers go where the house takes
them. But when they get into a position they are pretty independent. It is
difficult for the house to get them out of losing trades or keep them from taking
profits prematurely. They lose faith quickly when they lose money and gain
independent confidence quickly when they make money; when they lose it is the
houses' fault and when they make it is their own brilliance.
One reservation that the speculator must have about following commission
house advice is that if these people know so much why do they bother with
commission business? A second is that if one samples the opinion of enough
houses and enough people within a house, one finds substantial disagreement.
There is a bias toward the bull side because speculators better understand about
buying something that will go up than they understand selling something that
will go down. The third reservation, then, is that there may be a commission
house bias toward telling the customers what they want to hear. A fourth reservation is that to follow house advice is to be a follower instead of a challenger
and to take away part of the fun of the play of the game, both of which are a
part of successful speculation.
Most commission houses are quite circumspect in placing the responsibility
for the trades made on the customer. They tell him, "Here are the facts and
here is what we think, but its your money and what you do is your own responsibility." Different houses exercise different degrees of supervision of accounts
but all try to keep customers from making ruinous mistakes.
As with most things, there is a compromise ground. The customer has access
to information, analysis, and opinion that he can use in the degree that best fits
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his own circumstance. The novice is well advised to follow suggestions fairly
closely and to assert increasing independence as he gains experience and knowledge. A rule of experienced and successful traders is to accept and digest house
information, analysis, and advice and to exercise their own judgment while
avoiding flying in the face of strong opinions held by the house.
A final observation about the use of the commission house advice is that,
except in a few cases, it relates only to price changes. The whole area of capital
and risk management is left to the customer.
Allocation of Capital and the Selection of Trades. Both bridge and poker are
excellent card games, requiring knowledge, skill, and experience to play well.
But to the speculatively oriented, poker is the better of the two. Bridge has a
couple of disadvantages. First, the player must cope with a partner, often
selected at random. Partners have to be understood, communicated with, and
excused for the multiplicity of mistakes that they invariably commit. On the
other hand, they can be blamed for failure but this doesn't help the cause of
winning. Second, a bridge hand is dealt and has to be played. A poor hand has
to be lived with through all thirteen miserable tricks. On the other hand, a poor
poker hand can be thrown in behind the ante while the player goes to the
refrigerator for another bottle of beer. A first rule of poker is to play only the
good hands and to have the patience to wait for them. Poker has the advantage
of variable investment. The high probability hands can be pursued with greater
than usual vigor while the lower probability hands can be held with less
investment.
So it is with commodity trading. The opportunities for profit are almost
without limit and no ante is required. For some of the Chicago Board of Trade
March 1976 futures contracts the season's ranges, value per contract, and margin
requirements were:
Range

Commodity
Wheat
Corn
Soybeans
Soybean Oil
Soybean Meal

$

4.791/2-$ 3.l6i/ 2
3.58 2.39
8.60 4.391/2
27.35 - 15.55
175.00 - 124.00

Value/Contract

Minimum Margin

$19,900.00
14,925.00
32,487.50
12,870.00
14,950.00

$2,500.00
2,000.00
3,000.00
2,000.00
2,000.00

Not only did the ranges exist but prices wandered back and forth over the
ranges. If one were to capitalize on all profit opportunities in one commodity
and pyramid his capital by taking continually larger positions, the game would
soon be over because he would have all of the money. The problem is not in the
existence of opportunities but in the identification and selection of favorable
opportunities. The opportunities are so numerous that the speculator can be
quite selective and he need never capitalize on the whole of a move. Obviously,
part of a move is sufficient to double his money. It.is not necessary to go where
the action is; there is action all over the place.
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The first step is to establish profit objectives, keeping in mind that risks are
proportionate to potential gain. The speculator who is concerned with earnings
on capital invested rather than turning an unimportant amount of money into
an important amount may select twenty percent per year while the speculator
who chooses rapid capital growth may select 100 percent per year. To the
puritanical, work ethic oriented, a more ambitious goal is unseemly. For purposes of discussion let us assume a modest growth objective of 50 percent per
year.
A second step is to decide on the maximum capital commitment to be made at
any one time. A commitment consistent with a 50 percent goal may be one-half.
This leaves substantial capacity to absorb adversity and yet survive. It also
contributes to the peace of mind that is essential to the maintenance of poise
while winning and losing.
A third step is to establish the size of price move that the speculator is
looking for. This should be determined by the attention and skill at his disposal.
Those whose sources of information are complete and rapid should be expected
to foresee smaller market moves and trade in and out much more than the
trader who only understands the long term fundamentals. The long term, basic,
analyst may be better able to foresee the larger moves. It is difficult to simultaneously see both the forest and the trees. Again, an assumption is necessary.
Suppose that the speculator decides that his skills are such that he can foresee
potential moves of a full margin requirement or more but the fine tuning of
the market should be left to the more nimble.
A fourth step is to decide the level of risk the speculator is willing to assume
to gain a profit. A one to one ratio does not yield the kind of edge that we are
seeking. A ratio of a potential profit of two to a potential loss of one is a
convenient one for discussion but one and one half to one or three to one makes
quite as much sense. The ratio must be individually selected so that it is consistent with the trader's skill, objectives, and temperament.
Under our assumptions we are now in the position of a speculator saying:
"My objective is to make 50 percent on my capital per year, I am willing to
commit up to one half of my capital, I can foresee a move of a margin requirement in the commodities with which I am familiar, and I will take the risk of
loss of half of a margin requirement to gain a full margin." He now has a basis
for selecting trades. Suppose that corn and soybeans are his area of specialization. He looks at soybeans and decides that the price should go down twenty
cents. He appraises the danger of an increase to a fifteen cent loss equal to the
profit potential of twenty cents. The trade fails on two counts: the profit potential is less than the 70 cent margin and the risk of loss for the gain is greater
than .5. He tosses the hand in and goes to the refrigerator. On his return, he may
foresee a 45 cent increase in corn with an equal risk of a decline of only 20
cents. It is more than a margin move and better than two to one. All systems
are "go" and he may commit half of his capital. But he may foresee a potential
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gain of 80 cents in soybeans against an equal risk of loss of 30 cents, a comparable return on capital and comparable profit to risk ratio. He may split his
capital, one fourth to each.
Additional adjustments are readily apparent. As the profit potential in relation to margin requirement increases, or the profit to loss potential widens, a
larger capital commitment may be desirable. The attractiveness of a trade is
conditioned by the length of time that is expected to pass before the forecast
materializes. The shorter the time span, the greater the contribution to the
overall capital objective.
The allocation process is a never ending one. Forecasts must be continually
reviewed and changed as new information becomes available. As prices move
the profit-loss potential ratio changes. As gains are made and losses sustained,
the capital position changes so that the size of position should be adjusted.
The allocation and selection system shown here is limited by several assumptions that each speculator must remove and replace with the real world of his
own circumstance. Each plan must, however, include the essential elements of
capital allocation and preservation, price forecasts consistent with the speculator's own skills, and appraisal of the profit-loss potential.
It should be especially noted that a liquidation phase is built into the plan.
Getting out effectively requires greater discipline than developing and entering.
All plans are made and implemented in the happy atmosphere of anticipation of
success but many must be liquidated in failure and loss of money. Two
thoughts, if kept firmly in mind make liquidation at a loss more palatable: (1)
One's trades are known to only the trader and his registered representative and
(2) There are endless opportunities offered by commodity markets—the game
goes on every business day of the year. N o battle need be or should be decisive in
the outcome of the war. Never should a speculator take such a determined stand
or assume such risks that he seriously impairs his capital. The market welcomes
heroes because they are soon gone, leaving their money behind.
The plan calls for liquidation of the position when one or more of five
conditions come to pass:
1. When time runs out. There may be a time line on the forecast that says if
the price does not change by thus and so it will not change at all. Seasons end
and contracts expire and, lacking anything else, this will end a trade.
2. When the original forecast is realized and review of the forecast reveals
no basis for changing it. Sometimes things do work out according to plan.
3. When review and adjustment of the forecast reveals a profit-loss potential
ratio that is below an acceptable level.
4. When commitment of the remaining capital is excessive. Losses on positions sometimes become large enough that a disproportionately large share of
the reduced capital (including unrealized losses) is committed. The game plan
calls for liquidation of part or all of the position regardless of the forecast.
5. When a more attractive trade appears. The problem is less often one of
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finding something to do than of choosing among attractive alternatives. The
experienced speculator tends toward diversification which is prudent but even
though two or more positions are maintained, the size of each should be proportional to the attractiveness. A position in progress should be eliminated on a
relative attractiveness basis just as quickly as a completed position.
Some Tactical Considerations. After the game plan is developed—and developed in such a way that it is automatically adjusted as the game proceeds—
there remain some tactical considerations in its execution. In the main, these are
defensive, designed to prevent violation of the game plan during the stress of
play and to keep the speculator from committing financial suicide.
Timing in initiating trades is a first consideration. When he makes a trade, the
speculator is saying that the market is in error. He must further ask himself, "If
the market is dumb enough to do this, how much dumber is it going to get?"
Timing is really a part of the forecast; as a general proposition, a trade should
be initiated when the forecast and risk evaluation is favorable and liquidated
when they are unfavorable. Timing is overemphasized in the literature on
trading. There is too much waiting for dips to buy and rallys to sell or, the
opposite, waiting for strength to buy or weakness to sell. To try to squeeze out
the last bit of opportunity is to get too cute with the market; to be too disdainful
of the intelligence of the market. The locals are in the business of fine-tuning
the market and outside speculators who try to fine-tune will probably pay more
and get less than those who execute at random.
The kinds of orders that are placed depend upon the trading characteristics
of the market, primarily on its liquidity. The objective of the speculator is to get
orders executed at the going market price without paying a premium or taking a
discount. Thus, conceptionally, market orders are the best and should be used in
highly liquid markets. In less liquid markets, limit orders are a useful tool for
avoiding premiums and discounts but they have the disadvantage of the danger
of being left behind. How independent the speculator should be in holding for
a price depends upon how urgently he wants the order executed and this varies
with the circumstance of the individual trade. The registered representative
either has or can obtain from the broker in the pit an estimate of the price at
which an order can be filled within a short period of time and this expertise
should be used.
The kind of trading program outlined above does not admit the use of the
various kinds of contingent orders described in Chapter 3 because they are just
that, contingent on price action. To use contingent orders is to be led around by
the market rather than exercising independent judgment in opposition to the
market. The only place that these orders have is as a convenience device for the
speculator who is not in close touch. If a speculator, for example, judges that a
long position in wheat meets his criteria at $3.60 and the going market price is
$3.70 he can advisedly leave a resting order when he is out of touch.
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Stop loss orders have a special place in advice to speculators; they are almost
universally recommended. Their use, however, contradicts the basic thesis here
that decisions should be made independently of market action. There are times
when losses must be limited in the interest of preserving capital, regardless of
forecasts and profit-loss potential appraisal. The speculator must attach a loss
limiting feature to every trade. Whether he places a stop loss order with his
registered representative or maintains a mental stop depends on how closely he
keeps in touch with the market and on how well disciplined he is. In so far as
possible, the speculator should preserve his independence and thus not use stop
loss orders. Ideally, he keeps a current tabulation of his account value—counts
his money—and when his capital position does not warrant the existing positions, adjusts them downward. The adjustment may be made by liquidating
losing positions or by liquidating winning positions depending on independent
forecasts and appraisal of profit-loss potential. Some winning positions become
less attractive as price changes are favorable and some losing positions become
more attractive as price changes are unfavorable. An adverse price change does
not automatically make a position more attractive; it may be a danger signal that
calls for a careful look at the forecast. A professional speculator once said, "I
bought oats during the great depression because they were cheap when they got
down to five cents per bushel. But they went to two for a nickel."
Stop loss orders are so universally recommended because they help prevent
the greatest error that speculators make: staying with losing positions. Speculators are notoriously undisciplined with regard to losses. Each must decide
whether he needs the additional discipline of a stop loss order. The effectiveness
of stop loss orders is limited because they can be so easily removed; they are of
no value if they are not allowed to become operative.
In Chapter 3 we noted the process of shooting stops that is sometimes
practiced by pit traders. Often the impression of the speculator who uses stop
loss orders is that the market goes down (or up) to pick his stop and then recovers (or declines). Likely, this is more often apparent than real because competition among pit traders tends to police pit behavior and punish traders who push
prices out of line. However, it does happen, and speculators who place stops
must recognize that other speculators are doing the same thing so that exit
from the market may be made on a less favorable basis than if the speculator
acted on his own initiative. More importantly, the trader must place stops outside of the likely indecisive fluctuation range. The closer the stop, the more
likely it is to get picked but the farther away from the market a stop is placed,
the less effective it is in limiting losses or preserving profits. Placing a stop is a
traumatic experience: the trader doesn't want to be stopped out of the game
but his inborn avarice makes him want to put stops close.
Speculators who are stopped out and see a quick reversal of the market are
quick to cry foul. Whether or not a foul has been committed is neither here nor
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there—the unhappy outturn is still the fault of the speculator. He must know
the characteristics of the market he is trading in and adjust his tactics to them.
Some experienced speculators take experimental positions. A trade appraisal
may call for a position of 10 contracts. The speculator may, however, start with
one or two to see how they fit. They focus his attention more keenly on the
market and sharpen his appraisal. Something is added by feel. He likes the position or he senses danger, which brings up the question of intuition. Having
stressed systematic and disciplined analysis and execution and independence
from the market, it is contradictory to give a place to intuitive judgment. But
some of forecasting is an art and the human mind is a tremendously intricate
memory bank and computer. Not all thoughts can be articulated nor the facts on
which all conclusions are based identified. Some speculators should trust their
intuitive judgment while others should not. Each should test and appraise the
feel that makes him comfortable with some positions and afraid of others.
A further tactical question is that of pyramiding. In pyramiding, additional
contracts are added as they can be financed from profits. In major moves,
pyramiding has exciting possibilities that appeal to the avarice of speculators.
The great profits made from a tiny base that are part of the lore of the market
are made by getting in at the start of a big move and adding as fast as funds
permit. But the probabilities are much less attractive, for a small adverse price
change can wipe out the gain at any time and an adverse price change will
inevitably occur if the position is held long enough. The literature stresses
conservatism if pyramiding is attempted, that is, say an initial position of four
contracts, a first addition of three, a second of two, and third of one. This, at
least improves the odds but it does not correct the basic error. Additions to
positions should be based on the criteria of capital allocation, forecasts, and
profit-loss potential. The proper size position is not affected by the history of the
original position. A new position is just that, whether in the same or a different
commodity. The game is to pyramid money by the total program rather than to
make a lot of money from a single trading cycle.
Our last tactical comment is a rule: Minimize commissions. Commissions on
commodities are small when related to the total value of the commodity. They
are large, however, when related to the minimum margin requirement. As is
clear from the preceding section, they loom especially large when the net gains
and losses of groups of speculators are considered. For many speculators, the
cost of commissions is the difference between profit and loss.
Commissions have a major effect on the profit-loss potential ratio and nearly
prohibit speculators who pay full commissions from trading for small price
changes. Commission on corn futures is approximately 3 ^ per bushel. A gain
of one cent is a net of y^rf. while a loss of one cent is a net loss of l3/4^- A three
cent potential gain against a one-cent potential loss is a net ratio after commission, of approximately 1.3 to 1. A potential gain of 12 cents against a potential
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loss of four cents, the same gross ratio, is a net ratio of 2.4 to 1. Odds should be
computed on a net basis.
However, the cost alone is not the most important reason for minimizing
commissions. Keeping a sharp eye on commissions helps prevent overtrading.
Speculators have great difficulty in resisting the lure of trading and tend to
reduce the standards for selecting trades when they do not have a position. If
they count up the money spent on commissions they quickly realize that trading
can be quite expensive even though gross profits are equal to gross losses.
The discipline of minimizing commissions helps to keep the public speculator
playing the game at which he has the greatest chance of success. His long suite
is forecasting and capitalizing on major market moves. As he is attracted by the
excitement of market action and short term price changes, he moves out of his
element and greatly increases the probability of losing. Awareness of the highcost of commissions tends to make the speculator more thorough and careful in
evaluating and selecting positions which in itself, adds to the chances of success.
None of this is to suggest that the cost of commissions should stand in the
way when a trade should be made. When a forecast has materialized and the
trade is no longer attractive, profits should be taken and when disaster looms,
the commission is but a small part of the loss.
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